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Biographical Note

Susana Aleixo Lopes was born in 1987 in Ponta Delgada, on the island of 
São Miguel, Azores, where she currently lives and works. In 2007 she en-
rolled in the Visual Arts course at the Faculty of Fine Arts of the University 
of Porto and then graduated in Sculpture, finishing her degree during Eras-
mus at the Academy of Fine Arts in Gdansk, Poland, in 2012.

She has participated in several group exhibitions from 2010 onwards at re-
gional, national, and international level; as well as in arts festivals; bienni-
als; art competitions and artistic residencies. In 2019 she was selected for 
the International Art Exchange Program between the Archipelago - Con-
temporary Arts Center, Azores, and La Regenta Art Center, in Las Palmas, 
Canary Islands. In 2022 she won a scholarship for artistic creation from the 
Government of the Azores.

Her solo exhibitions include: Beautiful (w)Inner Battle, BrumAteliê, São Mi-
guel, 2021; We Only Have The Horizon, La Regenta Art Center, Las Palmas, 
2020; No One Can Tell, Arco 8 Gallery, São Miguel, 2018; The Void Can Be 
Filled, Exhibition Room of the New Faculty of Lisbon, Almada, 2017 – 2018; 
and By a Thread, Pinho Dinis Gallery, Municipal House of Culture, Coimbra, 
2015.

Susana Aleixo Lopes’ works are part of EDA Renewable Company’s art col-
lection in São Miguel; site-specifc projects (São Miguel, Lisbon, Porto) and 
private collections in São Miguel, Lisbon, Porto, Coimbra, Los Angeles, Bil-
bao, London, Argentina, and France.



Artist Statement

As an artist, I am constantly looking for new incentives, inside and outside 
myself, as they are crucial to my personal and professional development.

My work focuses on the fields of sculpture and art installation. In general, 
it embraces a poetic and philosophical language where I seek to deepen 
what current society encourages us to hide and camouflage: emotions, 
thoughts and fears that lead to the use of social masks and to the endless 
search of ourselves. I like to try to understand how the emotional vortex 
works and, through art, understand how it can affect people’s lives, behav-
ior, and perception.

My experimental method directs me to the use of various materials and 
different forms of expression. Wood prevails because I relate to this nat-
ural element, constantly alive. The technique of burning wood helps me 
bring to light the dark tones and creased textures that represent what we 
are: coal, ash, energy, emotion, and above all, mystery. With wood and 
other elements, such as words, I create links between the interior and the 
exterior, the organic and the artificial, the natural and the industrial to cre-
ate not only a conceptual paradox, but also a visual one.

Even though wood is the material I choose to express myself, I don’t intend 
to restrict my work. I believe artists must keep looking for the expansion 
of their expressive universe. I want to be open to new experiences, letting 
my own evolutionary process take the lead towards execution and thought 
progress. An interaction with my work can provide the viewer with an ex-
perience of reflection and introspection through emotional realities com-
mon to everyone.



All Fleeting Creatures Leave A Trace

Burnt wood - two halves of a trunk |
Scraped words on black painted mirrors | Charcoal on wall

250cm x 50cm x 12cm
Dimensions may vary

2021

 
Selected Art Works



Who’s In Control? 

I look at myself reflected, but I don’t see myself.
A double. The inverse. A reflection.
Who controls who anyway?
It’s just that my instinct screams and I don’t even know the origin of the 
echo that out of nowhere I long to follow blindly. 
Should I go?
Logically I hesitate, I avoid yet another memory that will echo and look for 
a safe haven. 
Neither.
I look at myself reflected, but I don’t see myself.
I reflect and at the same time answer my contradictions.
I embrace my shadows in the solitude’s dark only to realize that I accept 
my glow the same way, but I don’t hold on to any of them.
I have choices in my memories’ fragments.
I go to trial, face myself and ask:
What sets my life on fire?

Susana Aleixo Lopes

2021



Who’s In Control? 

 
Text shown in the video:

There you are
Lost in the smoke

Of the fire I (you) provoke
 

I look different (the same) now
Seduced by your lies
Illusions in disguise

 
My truth is out (hidden)

Sucking your soul
Who’s in control?

 
That sinful face

The animal you embrace (hate)
 

Alone with my suspicion (the facts)
Next time

Trust your intuition

Susana Aleixo Lopes

2021
Who’s In Control?

Burnt wood furniture |
Mirrors | Candlesticks and melted candles | Television |

Video (3:13) - https://youtu.be/DeNW0kYOfqg
Variable dimensions

2021



Beautiful (w)Inner Battle

Stone by stone, in a circumscribed space, a fire is built. Around it there 
could be all the people that surround you, happy. Add the firewood, light 
the flames. It’s just you and a bonfire in some kind of ritual - they say that 
fire cleanses.

Frame by frame, related to the presence of an image, photographs of a 
static past moment, and you don’t even recognize yourself. Add the fire-
wood, set larger flames, break and melt the glass. From the images now 
flickering in gray, words arise, thoughts and old beliefs about you. Stone 
by stone, a fire now extinguished. Frame by frame, charcoal with words 
carved into it.

Your intuition warned you to change and to change you must let go. You 
question the comfort and the concern about the unknown, but even so 
you move forward, without fear of new failures. And free yourself from 
what no longer serves you. The past that haunts you is past, yet you ask 
what it would be like if you had stayed. In every thought, a contradiction. 
In every emotion, a new attitude.

You show the result of your vulnerability, fearlessly. You have overcome 
the false beliefs that immobilized your action, but how are you going to 
move forward without causing yourself too much pain? Moment by mo-
ment, you learn to reinvent yourself and naturally deal with your beautiful 
(w)inner battle.

Exhibition Poem:

I Knew I was the one to blame but in reality I felt no shame.
In order for me to grow I’ve killed the flame 

It was time to take some action
Although deep down I wanted to stick around I feared that rejection

I said goodbye I’m moving forward 
I’ll give myself a chance for Another failed romance

I am not afraid but I still wonder What if I stayed

Susana Aleixo Lopes
2021

What No Longer Serves Me
(Individual Exhibition - Beautiful (w)Inner Battle)

Red volcanic stones | Burnt wood | Words carved into burnt wood |
Molten glass | Ashes | Bonfire Sound

120cm in diameter - frames of different dimensions
2021



We Only Have The Horizon 

The last flame of fire that was still visible fades, and in its last sigh, the 
landscape’s darkness stands out. In a burned scenery, of reduced but yet 
touchable matter, the shadows, the coal, the ashes remain.

From this place I gather and preserve some fragments from me, from you, 
from us. We were born and started this process trapped in the matter of 
our body, exposing the ripening texture of our protective skin. We are 
now indistinguishable from that movement of the luminous and hot flame 
walking involuntarily into that cold and cinerary dust.

If we acknowledge the flame that dwells within us, we see that the soul 
burns and we learn so much about our resemblance to nature. In the pur-
suit of serenity and balance, the chaos of an imperfect world bound to 
destruction surrounds us. We forget that the invisible is also real.

From the remnants of the fire provoked by us we feel, silently, that the in-
terior needs our attention. What is left of me, of you, of us? It is necessary 
to observe, to take care, to magnify the essence.

At first, what burns with intensity feels like it is diminishing and cooling 
down, wanting to be born again, better. What ends in ashes regenerates 
into another form, in its own time.

Vertically walking, we accept that we only have the horizon.
 

                       Susana Aleixo Lopes
                                2020

We Only Have The Horizon 

Burnt Pine Wood Beams | Acrylic Boxes | Magnifying glasses | Wood powder | 
Ashes | Coal | Burnt Wood Barks | Burnt branches | Brass Sheets

350cm x 10cm x 20cm (front) | 350cm x 10cm x 20cm (right) | 
720cm x 10cm x 20cm (left)

2019



Oh Well, Aren’t We All?

Words carved into burnt wood |
Burnt Wood Frame | Coal

50cm x 90cm
2019

Dust To Dust

Burnt wood | Acrylic | Wood powder | Brass hinges
20cm x 15cm x 7cm

2019



From The Ashes

Burnt wood | Acrylics | Magnifying glass | Glass | 
Watch Mechanism | Brass

Variable dimensions
2019



You Are Distracted From What You Are

Burnt wood | Words carved into brass | Wood powder | 
Acrylic | Manual rotary system

19cm in diameter | 4.5 cm deep
2019



No One Can Tell

What was forgotten returns from the distant unconsciousness. It is reborn 
from the darkness and small points of light are enhanced as connecting 
details. It returns, it doesn’t resist what the senses provoke from time to 
time. But it doesn’t reveal itself.

A cyclic process of a reality that gradually distorts itself with or without an 
option facing a restless mind. It is progress, an opportunity to remake and 
reinvent what is already intrinsic as a petrified memory that once flowed. 
A challenge that must be built with care. Little is revealed.

It takes time. Thoughts and memories sometimes remain mazed and have 
different versions so that everything becomes tolerable. I reveal so little in 
the immensity of what I hold.

I live with these thoughts and memories, and I learn to deal with these re-
alities never shared before by putting on masks and capes. They arise and 
re-emerge, but never reveal themselves. They are absent, but they remain 
a silent secret.

   
                  Susana Aleixo Lopes
                                2018

In The Unfolding Of A Fractional Memory
(Individual Exhibition – No One Can Tell)

Black fabric (leather) on PVC and wood pipes | Brass details | 
Wood sheets – Oak

  240cm x 300cm x 1000cm
2018



In The Immensity Of What I Hold
(Individual Exhibition – No One Can Tell)

Black fabric (leather) on wood | Brass and wood bars |
Burnt wood | Brass details | Golden thread

100cm x 100cm x 5cm
2018

On The Way Back
(Individual Exhibition – No One Can Tell)

Black fabric (leather) on wood | Wood – Poplar | Brass nails
100cm x 100cm x 20cm

2018



Reflection
(Individual Exhibition – No One Can Tell)

White fabric on wood | MDF structure, brass, and black fabric |
Brass Details| Brass eye door

100cm x 100cm x 25cm
2018



The Void Can Be Filled

In the meticulousness of this meeting, we realize that everything comes 
from the void and that we walk towards it. It is where we came from and 
where we are going to. The beginning, the end. It is the nothingness, the 
air, the space in between. It is the negative as a form. It is the fall from 
absence to matter, the excess. An attractive path from a distorted reality, a 
plunge into the desperate and inevitable abyss. It’s the breakdown of the 
escape, a state of mind. A moment, or a step. An insatiable and present 
will.

The Void is a choice, it is central to the awakening of the meaning of life.

It is individual, a virtue, a possibility within appearance. It is external, inter-
nal, and it can be suspended in its metamorphosis. It goes unnoticed or is 
alert to the traces left by self-abandonment. It stalks (itself), observes (it-
self) from near or far. It can be exposed or camouflaged, creating barriers 
against all damage. It is ignored or accepted.

Emptiness is negativity operating positively because it is fertile, it is essen-
tial in the cyclical path that drives the search for ourselves.

Gradually or suddenly, and with the certainty that it will return, the void 
can be filled.

                      Susana Aleixo Lopes
             2017

Suspended During A Permanent Metamorphosis
(Individual Exhibition - The Void Can Be Filled)

Wood | Burnt plywood | brass hinges
220cm x 310cm x 160cm (left)

285cm x 310cm x 155cm (right)
2017



The Breakdown Of Escape
(Individual Exhibition - The Void Can Be Filled)

Burnt wood – Oak | Brass hinges
235cm x 107cm x 62cm

2017



Against All Damage
(Individual Exhibition - The Void Can Be Filled)

Wood – Poplar | Aluminum | Black and white paint | Brass Details
58cm x 48cm x 15cm

2017

Inside of the Appearance
(Individual Exhibition - The Void Can Be Filled)

Burnt wood - Poplar | Moorish gold leaf
55cm x 48cm x 18cm

2017



In the Meticulousness of the Meeting
(Individual Exhibition - The Void Can Be Filled)

Burnt and carved wood - Poplar | Magnifying glass
52.5cm x 43cm x 19cm

2017



Mind Map of the Useless 
(Individual exhibition - By A Thread)

Black fabric on wood and brass objects | Golden threads
120cm x 150cm x 5cm

2015



Process(ing)

Carved Wood – Pine | Black paint
200cm x 155cm x 2cm

2015

About The Work

“[...] Susana Aleixo Lopes both presents the senses in raw flesh, as she tears 
the skin to let small remnants of sparse experiences erupt [...]”

“[...] Let us not forget, however, that the visible is the gateway to the invisible 
and that, therefore, art opens up worlds in the World. [...]”

Cláudia Ferreira (Curator and Journalist)

“In Susana Aleixo Lopes, the relationship with the concept of nature is estab-
lished by the understanding of matter as both the starting and the ending 
point. [...]”

“[...] The form is enamored, the imagery about the natural is highlighted, it 
gains body and weight in a process where we easily denote the survival of a 
romantic referent. [...]”

“[...] the vision is either from the inside, right up to the beginning, or the 
reverse, at the end, in the deep black of the coal that is based on the broad 
symbolic universe associated with the natural. [...]”

Andreia César (Curator and Artist)

“[...] Susana Aleixo Lopes owns her subjectivity in the creative process par 
excellence. [...]”

“[...] Seemingly poor objects become noble in her hands. [...]”

“[...] She burns surfaces with a blowtorch to show the essence of the organic 
Being: the carbon of absolute black. [...]”

“[...] Susana’s creation process is not based on the certainty of evidence. It 
is the principle of doubt that motivates her to tread on wild terrain, to enter 
dead ends in search of objects and materials full of stories, life, personality 
and affections.”

Volker Schnüttgen (Curator, Teacher and Artist)



Education

2012 » Degree in Fine Arts – Sculpture | Faculty of Fine Arts, University of Porto  
 | Akademia Sztuk Pięknych w Gdańsku, Poland

Individual Exhibitions

2021 » Beautiful (w)Inner Battle | BrumAteliê | Lagoa, São Miguel, Azores
2020 » We Only Have the Horizon | La Regenta Art Center | Las Palmas, Gran   
 Canaria
2018 » No One Can Tell | Arch 8 Gallery | Ponta Delgada, São Miguel, Azores
2017 » The Void Can Be Filled | FCTNova Library Gallery | Lisbon
2015 » By a Thread | Pinho Dinis Gallery, Municipal House of Culture | Coimbra

Collective Exhibitions

2021 » Four Four | Archipelago - Contemporary Arts Center | Ribeira Grande,   
 São Miguel, Azores
2019 » Suspended | Arganilense Ceramics Multipurpose | Arganil, Coimbra
          » From The Ashes | Artistic Residence | Braga
          » Sustainability | Galerie der Bezirkshauptmannschaft Braunau | Austria
2018 » Yes I Am | Jacques Delors Center | Lisbon
          » Panorama 2018 | Hotel Le Consulat | Lisbon
          » Portugal is my heart | Queban & Surraya Educational Trust | Lahore, Pa  
 kistan
          » Essays on the (In)Flexibility of Nature – Part I | Environment Ministry |   
 Lisbon
2017 » What Now? | Bad Habits, Saco Azul Cultural Association | Oporto
2016 » I am not an Island| Santa Catarina’s Space | Lisbon
2015 » Women’s Looks | Municipal House of Culture | Coimbra
2014 » Walk & Talk Azores | Ponta Delgada, Azores
          » Shair Art Exhibition | Emerging dst Gallery | Braga
          » ArteMar Estoril | International Sculpture Exhibition | Cascais

Susana Aleixo Lopes 
Ponta Delgada, 1987
www.susanaaleixolopes.com
susanaaleixolopes@gmail.com
+351 916009443

2013 » Paths with Art | Coruche Biennial | Santarem
          » ArteMar Estoril | International Sculpture Exhibition | Cascais
2012 » Alternative – Bio Art & Science Art | Gdansk, Poland
2011 » The Place of Drawing, Projections – Fbaup’s Drawing | Oporto

Institutional Collections

2019 » From the Ashes | Monastery of São Miguel de Refojos’s Collection | Braga
2018 » Inside The Appearance | EDA Renewables Company’s Art Collection |   
 Azores
          » Attraction To The Abyss: A Dive Into The Anguish of Nothingness | EDA Re 
 newables Company’s Art Collection | Azores
          » Attraction To The Abyss: A Dive Into The Unknown Essence | EDA Renew  
 ables Company’s Art Collection | Azores
          » Against All Damages | EDA Renewables Company’s Art Collection | Azores

Private Collections

2021 » Process(ing) II | Lagoa, São Miguel, Azores
          » No Man Is An Island (series) | France, Argentina, and Lisbon
2020 » Evidence Of A Missing Flame | Ponta Delgada, Lisbon, and London
2019 » You Are Distracted From What You Are | Los Angeles, California
2018 » On the Way Back | Ponta Delgada, Azores
2016 » Untitled | Site-Specific Project | Collaboration with Art Form Gallery and   
 Art Consultants | Oporto
2015 » Connection | Lisbon
          »    In Sigh | Site-specific project | Collaboration with Art Form Gallery and Art  
 Consultants | Estoril
2014 » Untitled | Site-Specific Project | Collaboration with Art Form Gallery and   
 Art Consultants | Estoril

Aristic Residences

2019 » Monastery of São Miguel de Refojos | Braga
          »    International Artistic Exchange Program between Archipelago – Contempo 
 rary Arts Center and La Regenta Art Center

Awards

2022 » Extraordinary Grant for Artistic Creation by the Government of the Azores




